The Montreal-Canada Chapter invites you to the 41st Annual Convention of the AMHE. The convention will take place in a beautiful location in the heart of the Bahamas. In addition to the beautiful accommodations in the Beach Tower rooms, attendees will have full access to all the Atlantis water park features. Included are 11 swimming areas, 11 water slides, two Lazy River Rides, marine life habitats, as well as an ocean beach area.

The price includes: hotel, meals, social activities including gala, as well as taxes and fees. Transportation and transfers are not included.

Theme of the convention: Contribution of innovations in current patient care.

For this convention, we are launching the following:

• Invitation to other professionals of Haitian origin from different disciplines (Health, Law, Engineering, etc.) from Canada or the US as participants and or lecturers.
• Plenary sessions and workshops.
• More active participation of young physicians (less than 10 years out of training).
• A forum for AMHE talented members to showcase their works (books, painting, recordings, etc.). We are requesting that they do bring them.

We hope that the above details will pique your interest and make you become part and parcel of this event that promises to be awesome.

Registration fees:
Practicing physicians............................................................................................................. $300.00
Retired physicians................................................................................................................... $150.00
All other guests...................................................................................................................... $100.00

We are waiting for you in large number; don’t forget to bring your parents and friends to this heaven of entertainment and relaxation.

Be aware of the fact that the hotel prices will change after 1st of June. Early booking is advisable.

Contact
Omni Travel and Tours: Marc Julceus
Tél: 973-743-8700
Fax: 973- 743-8702  Mjulceus@aol.com